VISUAL STYLE GUIDE
VERSION 1.3 – JUNE

Introduction
USING THIS DOCUMENT

CREATIVE APPROACH

This document details the visual elements
involved in the creation of online sites or
components for Hong Kong Disneyland.
The elements described are color, typography, iconography, navigation, grid and
layout and photography. Groups seeking to
create online sites, components or visual
assets for Hong Kong Disneyland should
follow these guidelines.

Hong Kong Disneyland.com must communicate the vast scope and richness of Hong
Kong Disneyland park and hotels. Each physical property is unique in its presentation,
features and theming which supports the story behind the property or attraction.
The Hong Kong Disneyland.com design is a visual system that functions as a neutral
framework to support rich and detailed theming online. This system aims to show each
themed property through quality photography and detailed supporting visual elements
that enable the essence of the properties to speak for themselves.

A FRAMEWORK FOR THEMING
Themed elements include photography, color, spot illustrations and border patterns as well
as the tone and style of written content. Consistent elements are maintained to ensure the
site is a cohesive and uniﬁed experience as guests navigate between the parks and resorts
and other features. Consistent elements include the grid and page structure, iconography
and typography.
This visual style guide details those visual elements and components comprising the neutral as well as the themed aspects of Hong Kong Disneyland.com.
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Color
PHILOSOPHY

NEUTRAL PALETTE

Color is integral to the creative philosophy
behind Hong Kong Disneyland.com. Color is applied liberally and establishes the
theming immediately. In essence, there are
two ways to treat color on the site, either
through the “Neutral” palette or through
one of many “Themed” palettes.

A “neutral” palette is applied to all pages on the Hong Kong Disneyland site where the
main content generally refers to multiple aspects of the Hong Kong Disneyland resort as
opposed to a speciﬁc land, attraction or hotel. Pages such as the Home page, Overview,
and Functional pages (Search, Registration, Ticket Store, etc.) utilize the neutral palette.

FONT COLORS
Refer to the Typography section or to the
Theme page of this document related to
the property or attraction for which you
are designing.

FFFFFF

F5B62E

A82E27

FFD562

4E4D4C

The Neutral palette consists of white and golds with red and gold accents that have been
adapted for the web to remain true to Hong Kong Disneyland branding.

THEME PALETTES
Themed palettes are applied to pages that speciﬁcally highlight and refer to a speciﬁc park,
resort or attraction. Meticulous eﬀort has been taken to select color families that most
accurately reﬂect the mood and theme of each Hong Kong Disneyland property. Each
palette has been oﬃcially approved by key Hong Kong Disneyland brand representatives.
Consequently, color additions or adjustments should NOT be made to this style guide or
to the site without prior brand consent and approval.
Each primary palette contains color speciﬁcations for background and highlight, toolbar,
photo border, and themed HTML text. A secondary palette has been deﬁned for themed
functional pages containing tables, charts and input form ﬁeld elements (i.e. My Area, Calendar, Resort Comparison). Please refer to the Theme guides in this document for further
details and speciﬁcations.
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Color
NEUTRAL PALETTE
A “neutral” palette is applied to all
pages on the Hong Kong Disneyland site
where the main content generally refers
to multiple aspects of the Hong Kong
Disneyland resort as opposed to a speciﬁc
park, attraction or hotel. Pages such as the
Home page, Overview, and Functional
pages (Search, Registration, etc.) utilize the
neutral palette.
The Neutral palette consists of white and
golds with red and gold accents that have
been adapted for the web to remain true
to Hong Kong Disneyland branding.
Accent Colors
In combination with the neutral colors,
three accent colors have been selected for
use across the Hong Kong Disneyland
Resort site in speciﬁc instances.
Error Messaging – Red #EA0000
Tickets Store - Green #A9FF82
Tickets Store - Pink
#FE8D6D
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Color
THEME PALETTES
Themed palettes are applied to pages that
speciﬁcally highlight and refer to a speciﬁc
park, hotel or attraction. Meticulous eﬀort
has been taken to select color families
that most accurately reﬂect the mood and
theme of each Hong Kong Disneyland
property. Each palette has been oﬃcially
approved by key Hong Kong Disneyland
brand representatives. Consequently, color
additions or adjustments should NOT
be made to this style guide or to the site
without prior brand consent and approval.
Each primary palette contains color speciﬁcations for background and highlight,
toolbar, photo border, left column, and
themed HTML text. A secondary palette
has been deﬁned for themed functional
pages containing tables, charts and input
form ﬁeld elements (i.e. Hotel rates pages).
Please refer to the Theme guides in this
document for further details and speciﬁcations.

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

B5BF26

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

181 191 38

Hex:

EBEEC6

RGB:

235 238 198

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

61942d

RGB:

97 148 45

Hex:

DFE39B

RGB:

223 227 155

Hex:

737909

RGB:

115 121 9

Hex:

A82E27

Background Color

Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color

Subheaders/Sublinks
Subnav Header text

Subnav text

Subnav text highlight

Dotted Line Color
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SAMPLE PRIMARY PALETTE
(Adventureland)
RGB:
168 46 39

Hex:

61942D

RGB:

97 148 45
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Typography
GRAPHICAL & FLASH-BASED FONTS

FONT COLORS

GEORGIA/ abcdefghijk /012345 /

As a general rule, text headers and introductory paragraphs are set in red over a white or
light background color for neutral palette pages. Themed areas will have section headers
set in a speciﬁc themed color. (see themed guides) To ensure readability and better contrast, HTML body text and links are always set in a dark color, appropriate to the theming.
These text and link colors are speciﬁed in the following pages.

Garamond is used for the HTML based text for HKDL tag line, intro text headersand section headers. Georgia is also used in most rich media (ﬂash) applications.

CRONOS PRO/ abcdefghijk / 012345 / &%$@!
Cronos is used for site global navigation and secondary headers.

GADGET / abcdefghijk / 012345 / &%$@!
Gadget is occasionally used for text in link (capsule) style buttons such as “Buy Tickets”
buttons in the left columns . Gadget is used to give extra emphasis to a primary call to action. Refer to the Navigation section for a discussion of font usage as it relates to navigation, buttons and links.

HTML-BASED FONTS

THE Hong Kong Disneyland PARK THEMING

ARIAL, ARIAL BOLD / abcdefghijk / 012345 / &%$@!

Refer to the Color section of this document for more information on color.

Arial is used for all HTML-based text and links in the site. Bold is used sparingly as
needed.
• Introductory paragraphs
• Main body text and primary links
• Secondary links
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Typography – styles
CONTENT PAGE STYLES
Primary Styles
The main content zone in the middle of most templates utilizes the following
primary text styles. Secondary text styles should never be speciﬁed in this zone.

Secondary Zone(s) Text Styles
The left column (info and experience zones) utilizes the following
secondary text styles. Primary text styles should never be speciﬁed in these zones.
Secondary Head
13pt Cronos Regular Sharp
color: see theme guides

Primary Intro
12pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: dark grey (#4E4D4C)

Secondary (Link) Subhead
12pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: see theme guides

Primary (Link) Head
11pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: see theme guides

Secondary Body
9pt Arial regular (HTML)
color:dark grey(#4E4D4C)

Primary Body
11pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: dark grey(#4E4D4C)

Secondary Body (Box Open)
9pt Arial regular ALL CAPS (HTML)
color:dark grey(#4E4D4C)
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Typography – styles
FORM TYPE STYLES
Forms are the primary interaction component that enable the input and collection
of textual and numeric proﬁle data about
a guest. Forms not only collect this data
but also serve as the key delivery method
for displaying this information for review,
conﬁrmation and editing.
Forms appear primarily on “functional”
pages but can be found throughout the site.
Please use the following type speciﬁcations
when creating form pages.

Page Head
24pt Georgia regular (HTML)
color: red (#A82E27)
Page Intro/Navatorial
12 pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
Form Sub Head
12pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: red (#A82E27)
Form Sub Intro/Navitorial
12pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
Inter- Form Navatorial
10pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
Form Labels
12pt Arial regular (HTML)
left labels: align right
right labels: align left
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
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Typography– styles
MISC. STYLES
Error Messaging
Error messages appear throughout the site
and should always appear immediately
above the form ﬁeld they refer.

Text above drop down
Text in the sub nav that appears above the
drop down on the homepage.
12pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: red (#A82E27)

9pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: red (#F50000)

Footer
The footer is the last element on all pages
throught the site. It provides supplemental
site links and legal disclaimers. The footer
should be positioned 72 pixels down from
the last line of text on any page.

Disclaimers
Disclaimers are consistently positioned at
the bottom of pages below the last line of
main content and above the footer.
9pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: themed
Neutral:#B88007
Mainstreet:#885C2D
Fantasyland:#9F4A9D
Tomorrowland:#3A58B0
Adventureland:#757908

11pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: red (#BD5E48)
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Iconography
PHILOSOPHY

ICON TYPES AND STYLES

Iconography serves a critical purpose
within an online experience to visually represent concepts or functions in a
way that complements or replaces textual
indicators. Icons when used appropriately
can provide clear visual cues and facilitate a more streamlined user experience.
Consistent types and styles of icons must
be maintained in order to prevent user
confusion and visual clutter.

Tool Icons
Tool icons represent individual elements of site functionality (i.e. calendar, virtual tour) or
a group of functions (i.e. My Proﬁle, Tickets and Reservations). They appear in the tool
bar, global header and in selective spots throughout the site where tools and functions are
provided. These icons should always appear with descriptive text visible consistently or on
rollover. Tool icons are always two color, red and grey

Iconography on the Hong Kong Disneyland site should be used sparingly and only
in instances where necessary to increase
user understanding and communication.
Although the style of iconography varies
depending upon its function and application, all icons should be as simple and clear
as possible.

TOOL ICONS IN THE TOOL BAR

TOOL ICONS IN MAIN HEADER

Attribute Icons
Attribute icons are used as modiﬁers (in conjunction with a link) to denote a resort activity type. Attribute icons should positioned to the left of each link listing and should never
appear independent of an associated link. There is a limited set of attribute icons: Press
Releases, For Job Seekers, Weddings, Meetings, Guest Services, Transportation, Weather,
Tips & Fun Facts, Additional Info, and Hours.
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Photography
PHILOSOPHY

GUIDELINES

Photography is key to providing a window into the Hong Kong Disneyland
resort and expressing the energy and
impact of the park, hotels and attractions.
The overall site has been designed to
prominently display a large, panoramic
photo area to show oﬀ the various
properties. This area serves to provide a
very dynamic, impactful, “cinematic” like
experience. The horizontal photo format
naturally takes advantage of the common
orientation of the existing photo library
and conveys the scope and the energy of
the various properties.

Follow the Hong Kong Disneyland
photography guidelines.

Images and photography should be used
as much as possible within the Hong
Kong Disneyland site. Guest feedback
has conﬁrmed that the more images the
better the user experience.

In general these are:
• Photos should include guests
wherever possible
• Photography is in true color;
not duotoned, colorized, tinted
or black and white.
• Do not create elaborate photoillustrations. Keep images true to life.
• Do not use ﬁlters to posterize,
pixelate or unnaturally blur the
images.
• Many photographs are rightsmanaged. All images must be cleared by
the appropriate legal department.

HONG KONG DISNEYLAND HOME PHOTO

DISNEY’S HOLLYWOOD HOTEL PHOTO
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Photography
TYPES AND SIZES
Various sizes and treatments of photography are used within the Hong Kong
Disneyland site.
In order to anchor photos and Never place
a photo without a frame or border.

Detail and Functional pages.
Media Photo (expanded)
Media photos are the primary images on
the site. These photo areas may contain
simple static photography or dynamic
presentations of photography referred to as
“enhanced” media. Media photos occur on
the Home, Overview, and Landing pages.

HOME & OVERVIEW PAGES
SIZE 761PX x 291PX

Media Photo (compressed)
Compressed media photos serve a secondary purpose to visually denote location
and provide continued visual interest at
lower levels of the site. These photo areas
only contain simple static photography
or dynamic presentations of photography
referred to as “enhanced” media. Media
photos occur on the Listing, and Functional pages.

LANDING PAGES
SIZE 536PX x 285PX

SIZE 536PX x 150PX

Media Pattern (compressed)
Compressed media patterns serve a secondary purpose to visually denote location
and provide continued visual interest at
lower levels of the site. These patterned
areas only contain simple static themed
graphics. Media patterns occur on the
Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Photography
TYPES AND SIZES
Various sizes and treatments of photography are used within the Hong Kong
Disneyland site. In order to anchor photos
and provide the appropraite emphasis, ALL
photos except “media” photos should use
a border or frame treatment as speciﬁed.
Never place a photo without a frame or
border.

SIZE 169PX x 79PX

Feature Photo
Feature photos are used to present an
image of a featured attraction or event.
Feature photos are part of a larger “Feature
Brand Push” component that includes a
feature headline and body text. Feature
photos are consistently positioned at the
top of the information zone (left column)
on the Home and Overview pages.

SIZE 140PX x 90PX

FPO
SIZE 300PX x 180PX

SIZE 241PX x 182PX

Overview Featured Thumbnail Photo
Overview thumbnail photos are horizontal
images that generally represent a category
or high level aspect of the resort such as an
entire park. These images typically appear
above a list of detail links that take a guest
to more speciﬁc aspects of that category
or park. Overview thumbnail photos only
occur on Overview pages. Borders are
neutral themed.

SIZE 76PX x 68PX

Detail Photo
Detail photos are the main images that appear on detail pages. These images should
be surrounded by a border on all sides.

Speciﬁc Thumbnail Photo
Speciﬁc thumbnail photos provide a teaser
image of a speciﬁc feature (i.e. attraction)
of a park, character or hotel. They most often are clickable and take guests to a detail
page about the speciﬁc attraction. These
contain themed borders.

Attraction Featured Thumbnail Photo
Attractions featured thumbnail photos are
horizontal images that generally represent
a featured attraction. These images typically appear next to brief description copy.
Borders are themed.
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Grid and layout
PHILOSOPHY
A solid grid adds order and consistency
to a site with varying types of content and
functionality. Grid and spacing serve as the
underlying structures for templates. The
grid structure will ensure that consistent
spacing and alignments are maintained
throughout the Hong Kong Disneyland.
com site. This will allow the site to present
various types of information in a cohesive,
consistent way.
All eﬀorts should be made to position and
align site elements within the constraints of
the speciﬁed grid and layout principles.

GRID
The underlying grid structure is based on an 8 column grid with 72 pixel wide columns
separated by a 22 pixel gutter width. The grid applies to every page on the site. The maximum page width is 770 pixels. The grid serves as a guide and has been deﬁned so as to
allow the ﬂexibility for a variety of interesting layouts and designs.

LAYOUT PRINCIPLES
Horizontal orientation
The primary orientation of the HongKongHong Kong Disneyland.com site is horizontal with vertical columns below. The layout is reminiscent of the anamorphic qualities of
cinematic feature presentations. Images should span the width of columns horizontally.
Refrain from the use of extremely vertical images or layouts.
White space balance
The site layout should provide an equal balance of white space and content to enhance the
user’s experience and the site’s clarity. Layouts with all available space ﬁlled with content
will become to complex and do not allow user the breathing room necessary for eﬀective
understanding.
Contrast in layout
The site layout should utilize a contrast of column widths. Most templates utilize a wide
column ﬂanked by a shorter column. Avoid the use of equally wide columns in order to
generate more visual emphasis and focus.
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Grid and layout – template styles
TEMPLATE STYLES
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Five template styles exist with subtle variations. The template variables include the
expansion and compression of the media
zone, number of vertical columns and the
occurences of sub navigation.
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Expanded 2 column
A. Home
B. Overview
C. Landing
Compressed 2 column (subnav)
D. Listing
D. Detail
Compressed 3 column (no subnav)
E. Calendar
E. Contact Us
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Grid and layout – template zones
PHILOSOPHY

KEY TEMPLATE ZONES

Grid and spacing serve as the underlying
structures for templates. The
templates, in turn, provide meaningful organization for the site, allowing the
content to be sectioned into zones. Zones
denote areas on the templates that contain
similar content types that serve a common
purpose. Using the following structures
and zones will allow the site to present
various types of information in a cohesive,
consistent way.

Media Zone
The upper right area of the page that features an overview of the brand experience
and stirs an emotional connection with
photography, interactions, and copy. This
zone will be used to present enhanced media, guest testimonials and to launch resort
virtual tours.
B

A GLOBAL NAVIGATION ZONE

B
MEDIA ZONE

D Informational Zone
The left area of the page that provides factual info1and push.
E Primary Content Zone
The center area of the page that features
the main content elements and primary
page information. This zone will be used for
overview, listings, and descriptions.

C TOOLBAR ZONE
D

E

INFORMATIONAL
ZONE

PRIMARY CONTENT
ZONE

TEMPLATE ZONES
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Grid and layout – template zones
PHILOSOPHY

FRAMEWORK ZONES

Grid and spacing serve as the underlying
structures for templates. The
templates, in turn, provide meaningful organization for the site, allowing the
content to be sectioned into zones. Zones
denote areas on the templates that contain
similar content types that serve a common
purpose. Using the following structures
and zones will allow the site to present
various types of information in a cohesive,
consistent way.

Global Navigation Zone
The top area of the page below the Disney
Online chrome that displays the Hong
Kong Disneyland identity and provides the
primary global navigation links and global
tools.
A

B Subnav Zone
The upper left area of the page below the
global navigation area that displays the section head and provides secondary navigation links within content areas.
The subnav zone does not appear on all
pages.

A GLOBAL NAVIGATION ZONE

B

D

SUBNAV
ZONE

MEDIA
ZONE

C TOOLBAR ZONE
E

F

INFORMATIONAL
ZONE

PRIMARY CONTENT
ZONE

C Toolbar Zone
The strip below the media zone that
contains contextual tools that assist users in
ﬁnding and charting entertainment, events,
and locations.

Footer Zone
The bottom area of that page that provides
supplemental site links and legal disclaimers.
The footer should appear on all pages.

TEMPLATE ZONES
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Navigation – global navigation
GLOBAL NAVIGATION

SPECIFICATIONS

The global navigation zone contains
the Hong Kong Disneyland logo, which
identiﬁes the site; the primary navigation,
which provides consistent link access to
the main content and functional areas of
the site; and the global tools, that provide
key controls to modify and adjust the site
experience. The global navigation area has
been designed to highlight the primary
navigation and tools in a way that is clear
and distinct at the same time integrating it
seamlessly with the overall screen design. .

To distinguish the global navigation from the Hong Kong Disneyland logo and tag line,
the global navigation is set in Cronos Regular in all caps. Upon rollover, the drop-down
navigation appears with sub-nav set in Cronos Regular, upper and lower case. This navigation presents two sub-categories, set in gray as they are not clickable. The highlight state
is a horizontal bar that appears behind each active item as the user interacts with the nav
module.

GLOBAL NAVIGATION, DEFAULT STATE

Font: Cronos Regular

GLOBAL NAVIGATION, ACTIVE ROLLOVER STATE
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Navigation – sub navigation
SUB NAVIGATION
The sub navigation zone is positioned in
the upper left area of the page below the
global navigation area. It displays the section head and provides secondary navigation links within content areas.

The subnav is represented in three diﬀerent instances across the site. On the Landing level
the subnavigation appears in its most complete form containing the Section Head graphic,
the subnav graphic links and the themed illustration detail. For Listing, Detail and Functitional pages below the Landing level the themed illustration is removed.

The sub navigation zone has been designed to clearly establish the theme of
each Hong Kong Disneyland on all Landing pages through color, logos and illustrations. It strategically positioned to prominently enable intuitive access to secondary
links within content areas. On Functional
pages, the subnav maintains minimal brand
and theme details in order to streamline
access and use. The subnav zone does not
appear on all pages.

SUB NAVIGATION,
FUNCTIONAL PAGES

SUB NAVIGATION,
LANDING LEVEL, LISTING
& DETAIL LEVEL
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Navigation – enhanced media
ENHANCED MEDIA NAVIGATION
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Navigation – links
LINKS
There are four link types. Primary links,
secondary links, “In-line” and “Read
More” links. Secondary links appear in
the informational and experience areas of
pages. In-line links are simply links embedded along with body copy. Read More
links follow paragraphs. All links should
always be underlined. Links maintain a
consistent hex value in both inactive and
active states.

PRIMARY LINKS

SECONDARY LINKS

Primary links appear in the main content
area of each template regardless of the
template style 2 or 3 column. They should
utilize the following styles:

Secondary links appear in the informational areas of pages. Secondary links may appear as subheads or as individual list entries
and should utlize the folowing styles:

Primary Subhead Link
12pt Arial Bold
Color: themed
Underline applied

Secondary Subhead Links
11pt Arial Bold
Color: red or theme text color
Underline applied

IN-LINE AND “READ MORE” LINKS

In-line links are simply links embedded
along with body copy. In-line links should
be used sparingly.
Read More or See All links follow
paragraphs and should always include an
HTML arrow following.

Primary List Links
12pt Arial Bold
Color: red
Underline applied
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Navigation – buttons
PHILOSOPHY

STYLES

PLACEMENT

Buttons rely on color, shape, and brief
text to lead users to a site’s most important tasks. For this reason, buttons should
be consistently clear and easily identiﬁable, as well as unique and visually prominent. To help support the eye-catching
aﬀect of buttons and to impede page
clutter, it’s important to limit their use to
only the most vital of site activities. Buttons will only be used to denote functions
or transactional actions. Using the following guidelines will help you make these
buttons eﬀective and cohesive.

The buttons within the Hong Kong Disneyland site use one of two base shapes:
a capsule shape with arrow and a capsule
shape without arrow. The style of buttons
is non dimensional and is a modiﬁed tone
of the neutral gold. The icon and text is
always red. Buttons should have a 1 pixel
dark gold outline.

The eﬀort should be made to maintain
consistent placement for buttons in order
to facilitate an intuitive user experience.
Therefore, all buttons should placed in
the lower right area of the component or
page they apply. “Back” or “Return” buttons that direct users to previous sections
are the only buttons tht are exceptions
to this rule. They should be placed to
lower left to imply a reverse direction.

Button Bar
On functional pages all buttons should
be placed under and outside of the form
table or chart.

All buttons should utilize consistent
spacing. A 7px horizontal space should
be set when using multiple buttons or
when a button is paired with graphic
text to the left or right. When text is
used inside a button 5-8px space should
exist on each side of the text.

BUTTON PLACEMENT EXAMPLE
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Navigation – buttons
TYPES
Buttons are consistently used to visually indicate possible actions (links or
functions). There are four main button
types each with its own purpose and
treatment. In order to ensure a consistent
user experience, every eﬀort should be
made to use the appropraite button for
the appropriate purpose.

Go Buttons
Go buttons always follow selection pulldowns that provide optional links. They
serve as the key interactive trigger to
initiate action.
Circle Button Text: Cronos Pro Semibold
10pt ALL CAPS (graphic)
Capsule button Text: Arial bold
10pt all lowercase (html)

Link Buttons (simple)
Link buttons are used to highlight featured links. They serve to emphasize the
link and indicate the direction of the
link through the use of arrows. Typically these buttons do not not perform
a function immediately; they simply link
users to a key section where functions
can be performed. Often these buttons
utilize nomenclature such as “Continue”,
“Return”, etc. These buttons consist of
graphic link text conbined with a circlular arrow button before or after.
Link Text: Arial Bold
12pt all lowercase (html)
Capsule Button with arrows

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Link Buttons (enhanced)
If more emphasis is required for select
links, a modiﬁed version of the link button style is to be used. We refer to this
as a “enhanced” link button. This button
style places the standard link button
combination of graphic link text and
circular button on top of a ﬂat (nondimensional) two-toned capsule shape.
These “enhanced” link buttons should be
limited in their use.
Link Text: Gadget Regular
13pt (graphic)
Capsule Button

Functional Buttons
Functional buttons serve as key interactive triggers to initiate and perform
various functions. Functional buttons are
most often found on “functional” pages
containing input form ﬁelds, data display
ﬁelds, and tables and charts. Functional
buttons should utilize nomenclature that
clearly describes the action or function
that will be taking place upon click such
as “Search”, “Submit”, “Edit”, etc. In
order to increase user understanding and
focus, long phrases should be avoided
with these types of buttons.
Button Text: Arial Bold
10pt (html)
Non-Dimensional Capsule Shape
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Templates – home page
HOME PAGE TEMPLATE
•Vertical distance from toolbar to ﬁrst line
of text: 25 pix
•Vertical distance from “Header” to divider:
18 pix ; Vertical distance from divider to
ﬁrst entry: 18 pix
•Horizontal distance from Feature Photo
to headline: 30 pix
Left Column
•Vertical distance from entry to entry: 14
pix
36PX
18PX
18PX
14PX
30PX

18PX
18PX
18PX

72PX

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Templates – overview
OVERVIEW TEMPLATE
•Vertical distance from Toolbar to ﬁrst line
of text: 25 pix
•Vertical distance from “Header” to divider:
18 pix ; Vertical distance from divider to
ﬁrst entry: 18 pix
•Horizontal distance from Feature Photo
to headline: 14 pix
•Vertical distance from entry to entry:
18 pix
•Vertical distance from last line of text
to footer: 72 pix (note: if a disclaimer is
present - 50 pixels from last line of text to
disclaimer and 25 pixels to footer)
Left Column
•Vertical distance between each entry in
left column: 14 pix

36PX
14PX

18PX

14PX
18PX
14PX
14PX
14PX
72PX

HOTELS OVERVIEW
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Templates – landing
LANDING TEMPLATE
•Vertical distance from toolbar to ﬁrst line
of text:25 pix
•Vertical distance from “Header” to divider:
18 pix; Vertical distance from divider to
ﬁrst entry:18 pix
•Horizontal distance from Feature Photo
to headline: 14 pix
•Vertical Distance from entry to entry: 18
pix
•Vertical distance from last line of text
to footer: 72 pix (note: if a disclaimer is
present - 50 pixels from last line of text to
disclaimer and 25 pixels to footer)
Left Column
•Vertical distance from entry to entry: 14
pix
•Vertical distance above and below rules:
9 pix

36PX
14PX

18PX

9PX

18PX
18PX

9PX
9PX

14PX

18PX

72PX

PARK LANDING
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Templates – listing
LISTING TEMPLATE
•Vertical distance from toolbar to ﬁrst line
of text: 25 pix
•Vertical distance from “Header” to divider:
18 pix; Vertical distance from divider to
ﬁrst entry:18 pix
•Vertical Distance from entry to entry: 18
pix
•Vertical distance from last line of text
to footer: 72 pix (note: if a disclaimer is
present - 50 pixels from last line of text to
disclaimer and 25 pixels to footer)

36PX
18PX

14PX
9PX
9PX
9PX

18PX

14PX

18PX
18PX

Left Column
•Vertical distance from entry to entry: 14
pix
•Vertical distance above and below rules:
9 pix

18PX

72PX

SINGLE COLUMN LISTING PAGE (with descriptions)

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Templates – detail
DETAIL TEMPLATE
Vertical space around “View all” message is
22px above and 16 below to header
Disclaimer Spacing: 50 pixels from last
line of text to disclaimer and 35 pixels to
footer)
When “Key to Symbols” is required the
vertical space from the last line of text to
“Key to Symbols” is 35px.

FPO
PARKS/ RESTAURANT DETAIL PAGE
RESORT/ ROOMS DETAILPAGE
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Templates – functional
FUNCTIONAL TEMPLATES
Border to ﬁrst line of text: 25 pix
From “Header” to ﬁrst entry: 18 pix
Distance from entry to entry: 18 pix
Distance from last line of text to footer:
72 pix (note: if a disclaimer is present - 50
pixels from last line of text to disclaimer
and 25 pixels to footer)

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Components – framework
GLOBAL NAV
The global navigation zone contains
the Hong Kong Disneyland logo, which
identiﬁes the site; the primary navigation,
which provides consistent link access to
the main content and functional areas of
the site; and the global tools, that provide
key controls to modify and adjust the site
experience. The global navigation area has
been designed to highlight the primary
navigation and tools in a way that is clear
and distinct at the same time integrating it
seamlessly with the overall screen design.

GLOBAL NAVIGATION, DEFAULT STATE

FOOTER
The bottom area of that page that provides
supplemental site links and legal disclaimers. The footer should appear on all pages.
The footer should be positioned 72 pixels
down from the last line of text on any
page. The vertical dimension of the footer
bar including the baseline is 80 pixels.
When a disclaimer is present then it should
be positioned 25 pixels from the disclaimer.

GLOBAL FOOTER

Font Speciﬁcations:
11 pt. Arial Regular
Color: dark grey (#4E4D4C)
red (#BD5E48)

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Components – forms
FORMS

SPACING

Forms are the primary interaction component that enable the input and collection
of textual and numeric proﬁle data about
a guest. Forms not only collect this data
but also serve as the key delivery method
for displaying this information for review,
conﬁrmation and editing.

Vertical space from form background edge
to ﬁrst line of text: 14 pix

Forms appear primarily on “functional”
pages but can be found throughout the
site. Although forms are data based speciﬁc
styles and spacing

14PX
7PX
14PX
10PX
10PX

Vertical space from ﬁrst line of text to
divider: 7 pix
Vertical space from divider to ﬁrst form
ﬁeld: 14 pix

10PX

Horizontal space from left and right edge
of form background to elements:Variable
(refer to comp)
Vertical space between form ﬁeld entries:
10 pix
Vertical space between table or chart and
buttons: 10 pix

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Components – forms (input)
FORMS – INPUT

STYLES

Input forms typically contain the following
interaction widgets: pulldowns, entry ﬁelds,
select ﬁelds, check boxes, and radio buttons. Common functional site sections that
employ input forms are registration, Ticket
Store and search.

Form color background should always appear behind any form element (widget)
Vertical space between distinct form background sections: 22 pix

In order to facilitate the most intutive and
steamlined user input experience, widgets
should always be vertically aligned and
treated as consistently as possible.
To maintain a manageable amount of
information input and guest focus, input
processes should be segemented into
progressive steps with logical sub-sets of
information. Each sub-set of information
should be clearly distinguished via labels
and layout groups.
Buttons serve as the primary component
to initiate and submit data or to proceed to
the next input step. Refer to button styles
and standards on pages 22-23 for more
information.

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Components – forms (display)
FORMS – DISPLAY

STYLES

Display forms typically present an overview of retreived data and preference
information that was previously input and
processed. Common functional site sections that employ display forms are my account, booking engine conﬁrmation and
reservation retrieval, and search results.

Form color background should always appear behind any form element (widget)

In order to facilitate the most intutive and
steamlined user display experience, all data
should be vertically aligned and treated as
consistently as possible. Display data should
always appear on form color backgrounds
so as to indicate that it is collected data and
not standard DLR content.

Vertical space between distinct form background sections: 22 px

Page Head
24pt Georgia (HTML)
color: red (#A82E27)
Page Intro/Navatorial
12 pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
Form Display Sub Head
12pt Arial bold (HTML)
color: red (#A82E27)
Form Display Text
12pt Arial regular (HTML)
color: grey (#4E4D4C)
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Components – tables and charts
TABLES AND CHARTS

FPO
STYLES

Tables and charts serve to display data in
a structured format that facilitates quick
viewing, comparison and understanding.
The DLR 2.0 site uses tables and charts
throughout the content and functional
sections of the site. Listing tables, comparison charts, and calendar tables support
users
Select tables and charts enable users to
expand and contract ﬁelds to reveal additional data.

All tables begin and end with a bar

Vertical space between individual form
entries: 1 pix (see favorites)

Individual list entries should be placed on
alternating color backgrounds in order to
facilitate quick scanning and readability.

Column headings should be placed in the
top bar (button)
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Components – features and promos
FEATURES AND PROMOS
Featured Brand Push

Promos

SIZE 195 X 100

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
VISUAL STYLE GUIDE

SIZE 195 X 100
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Components – error/alert messaging
ERROR/ALERT MESSAGING
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Components – calendar
CALENDAR
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Components – interactive map
INTERACTIVE MAP

FPO
Hong Kong Disneyland.com
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Components – Virtual Tour
ENHANCED MEDIA
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Theming
APPROACH
Theming enables a richer, more immersive online experience of Hong Kong Disneyland
properties. Theming should only be applied to unique site sections that feature a single
Hong Kong Disneyland property. Site sections that highlight more than one property
should utilize the neutral visual elements outlined in the previous sections.

THEME TYPOGRAPHY

Themes are communicated online through quality photography and detailed supporting
visual elements (color, typography and illustration details) that enable the property to speak
for itself.

In an eﬀort to maintain consistency and unity across themed sections of the site, common fonts and typography guidelines should be followed as outlined in the Typography
section of this document. Theming will be supported through subtle changes of the body
text color within each themed section. See the appropriate theme guide for the identiﬁed
HTML text color for each themed property.

THEMED PHOTOGRAPHY

THEME PATTERNS

Photography serves as primary vehicle in expressing the story of Hong Kong Disneyland properties. Although photography selection should follow standard guidelines, it is
equally imperative that images express the story details of each themed property through
highlights such as costumed cast members, rich textures, architectural features and engaging guest interactions in dramatic moods and environments. See Photography for more
information.

Rich textural patterns have been created to serve as themed borders under the tool bar
area for each property. Border patterns should NOT be used in any other areas.

THEME COLORS
Theming online employs color as critical element to convey the mood and essence of
each Hong Kong Disneyland property. Color choices have been meticulously selected and
evaluated to align with the oﬄine theme aspects and to create appropriate emotional connections with current and future guests. A primary (background) and secondary (tool bar)
color have been identiﬁed for each resort property. In addition, a highlight color is used
sparingly in navigation highlight states and for important visual cues. See Color for more
information.

Hong Kong Disneyland.com
VISUAL STYLE GUIDE

THEME ILLUSTRATION DETAILS
Small illustrations and ornamental details further reinforce and support the theme and
story of each Hong Kong Disneyland® Property. These illustrations provide visual interest and reﬂect the detail level of theming common within the physical Disney properties. Illustration details should be used judiciously at sizes and in areas that do not visually
compete with critical content and media.
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Theming
NEUTRAL

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 213 98

Border Color

Hex:

F7C558

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

247 197 88

Background Color

L o go
Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color
Subheaders/Sublinks/Subnav Text

Dotted Line Color

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

F8C966

RGB:

248 201 102

Pattern

Illustration Details
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Theming

LANDS - ADVENTURELAND
Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

B5BF26

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

181 191 38

Background Color

Lo go

Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color

Subheaders/Sublinks

Subnav Header text

Hex:

EBEEC6

RGB:

235 238 198

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

61942d

RGB:

97 148 45

Hex:

DFE39B

RGB:

223 227 155

Subnav text

Hex:

737909

RGB:

115 121 9

Subnav text highlight

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

61942D

RGB:

97 148 45

Dotted Line Color

Pattern

Illustration Details
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Theming
LANDS - FANTASYLAND

Background Color

Lo go

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

DA81C7

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

218 129 199

Hex:

FAE5F7

RGB:

250 229 247

Hex:

4E4D4C

Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

H TM LT ex t C olo r
Subheaders/Sublinks

Subnav Header Text

Subnav Text

Subnav Text Highlight

Dotted Line Color

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

A73EA7

RGB:

167 62 167

Hex:

FCD6F3

RGB:

252 214 243

Hex:

9E499E

RGB:

158 73 158

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

993399

RGB:

153 51 153

Pattern
Illustration Details
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Theming

LANDS - TOMORROWLAND

Background Color

Lo go

Hex:

E3E1FF

RGB:

227 225 255

Hex:

6C67EC

RGB:

108 103 236

Border Color

Hex:

7188CC

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

113 136 204

Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color
Subheaders/Sublinks Text

Subnav Header text

Subnav text

Subnav Text Highlight

Dotted Line Color

Hex:

6C67EC

RGB:

108 103 236

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

4056D5

RGB:

64 86 219

Hex:

B9D5FD

RGB:

185 213 253

Hex:

3C58AF

RGB:

60 88 175

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

4056DB

RGB:

64 86 219

Pattern

Illustration Details
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Theming
LANDS - MAIN STREET

Background Color

Lo go

Hex:

FBE6BA

RGB:

249 230 187

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

B7843A

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

183 132 58

Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color
Subheaders/Sublinks Text

Subnav Header Text

Subnav Text

Subnav Text Highlight

Dotted Line Text

Hex:

FDE8C9

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

BE660C

RGB:

190 102 12

Hex:

FADDA8

RGB:

250 221 168

Hex:

885B2D

RGB:

136 91 45

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

B96D1F

RGB:

185 109 31

Pattern

Illustration Details
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Theming

HOTELS - HONG KONG DISNELYAND HOTEL

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

967C5F

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

150 124 95

Background Color

Lo go
Toolbar Color

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color
Subheaders/Sublinks Text

Subnav Header Text

Subnav Text

Subnav Text Highlight

Dotted Line Color

Hex:

FDEAE7

RGB:

253 234 231

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

985055

RGB:

152 80 85

Hex:

FAD1B8

RGB:

250 209 184

Hex:

765533

RGB:

118 85 51

Hex:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex:

5C3104

RGB:

92 49 4

Pattern

Illustration Details
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Theming

HOTELS - DISNEY’S HOLLYWOOD HOTEL
Background Color

L o go

Toolbar Color

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Hex:

FFFFFF

RGB:

255 255 255

Border Color

Hex:

389590

(Photos,Modules)

RGB:

56 149 144

Left Column Color

HTML Text Color

Subheaders/Sublinks

Subnav Header Text

Subnav text

Subnav text highlight

Dotted Line Color

Hex:

D0EAF3

RGB:

208 234 243

Hex:

4E4D4C

RGB:

78 77 76

Hex:

1082A9

RGB:

16 130 169

Hex:

A1D8EC

RGB:

161 216 236

Hex:

277D79

RGB:

39 125 121

Hex
:

A82E27

RGB:

168 46 39

Hex
:

1082A9

RGB:

16 130 169

Pattern

Illustration Details
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